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• Hons BSc (Biochem, English), M.Env.S, PhD (Social Psychology)

• New role: CRC Tier 2 in Incorporating Social and Cultural Sciences into Engineering 
Design, SoPD College of Engineering and SENS

• Member: GIWS, AMIP, CoE SIGMA
• Current Grants: CRC; CFI-JELF; SSHRC Ideas Lab, Aid to Scholarly Journals; Genome 

Canada LSARP; ECCC LWBP; P-SSHRC (2), SHRF, New Frontiers (2)(Nazemi, Comte), 
NSERC Create (Zhang); ISC (3); DFO (1); ECCC (2) (Cheecham-Uhrich/CRDN; 
Mitchell/PAGC) 

Short Bio

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
2 Postdocs + 3 years as research associateWorked on combining social science and water security/permafrost thaw/wildfire/urban migration/ environmental crises and mental health researchArts-mediated Knowledge mobilization; whiteboard animation, forum theatre, fine arts exhibitsCoined and operationalized ‘water empathy’Chief Editor, Engaged Scholar Journal



Does your work have social impact?

What impact(s) do you think it has?

Show of hands!

Images include one of child holding up poster of photos 
they took of waterways around their home, and another 
of man standing on a culvert about half a body length 
under the road surface being repaired after road washout.



Did you 
know?

In 2019, Canada’s Impact Assessment Act 
changed? 

• There are now additional steps to assess the 
environmental, social, health, economic, and 
cultural impacts of major projects, and

• The effects of projects on Indigenous 
peoples and their rights

Image: front page of the new Canada Impact Assessment Act (2019)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
 to now include a robust approach that includes additional steps to assess the environmental, social, health, economic, and cultural impacts of major projects, and the effects of projects on Indigenous peoples and their rightsthat means we need to include social and cultural sciences



But where are we 
now?

Figure from: You, F. (2015). Sustainability of products, processes and supply chains: Theory and applications. Elsevier.

Image is of three sustainability pillar labelled circles 
overlapping, but smaller social sustainability circle appears, 
with shaded empty area indicating that we don’t do as 
much research on social sustainability overall

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We’re in a post-sustainability age where assessment of impact on society and cultures has not kept up with technological advance



Think of a 
Social and/or 
Cultural 
Science…

Accounting
Archaeology
Anthropology
Business Administration
Commerce
Drama
Economics
Education
English
Entrepreneurship
Finance
Fine Arts
Gender and Disability Studies
Geography and Planning
History
Indigenous Studies

Kinesiology
Languages, Literatures, and 
Cultural Studies
Law
Leadership
Linguistics
Marketing
Media Production
Music
Philosophy
Political Studies
Psychology and Health 
Studies
Public Policy
Religious Studies
Sociology



Mutualism in design 
• Why Ravens and Wolves Hunt Together
• Awechigewin and Ełèts'eezhà
• Sustainability and Post-Sustainability – quadruple top line

I need you!
• Systematic review of engineering social sciences
• Case studies (student thesis work)
• Social network analyses
• Pre- and post- seminar series intervention
• Scientists as subject
• Curriculum review
• Experimental design labs
• Process evaluation
• Gaming for mutualistic design

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A critical concept is Indigenization of engineering design for social and cultural wellbeing and sustainability. Indigenous knowledge, as revealed in Indigenous stories and languages, reflects an understanding that naturally and socially evolved relationships – mutualisms – provide teachings on collaboration toward joint goals. In 2016, Snuneymuxw author Celestine Aleck and carver Joel Good published Why Ravens and Wolves Hunt Together. It tells a story of complementary animal gifts leading to joint survival in times of hardship. Awechigewin is an Anishinaabe word meaning to set things up for a desired outcome, such as manipulating a small area of forest to direct a rabbit toward a snare. The term signifies that, to catch prey, one needs to know about both tools and prey behaviour. The Tłıch̨ ǫ term ełèts'eezhà means to share work together, to weave together, as in tying animal hides to strengthen shelters against outside weather. Mutualisms are particularly important for creating living environments that support wellbeing, which Indigenous worldviews understand as being physical, spiritual, social, and environmental in nature. Recently, there has been a global effort to facilitate meaningful inclusion of such Indigenous knowledge and worldviews. By 2017, 148 countries had signed onto UNDRIP, recognizing the individual and collective rights of Indigenous Peoples to strengthen institutions, cultures, and traditions, and to pursue their development in keeping with their own needs and aspirations. In Canada, engineering regulators, licensure organizations, and representative bodies have signed on to UNDRIP and are delivering on the Calls to Action of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission28 that was tasked with directing reconciliation between Canadians and Indigenous Peoples. However, Indigenous engineering knowledge has historically been devalued. The Truth and Reconciliation Commission aims to reconcile this imbalance and create a more mutualistic relationship. A harmonious relationship is desired, but no model or practice currently illustrates this behaviour. Additionally, work is lacking on how to institutionalize these models in engineering education to facilitate this shift. The desired outcome is engineering graduates who are ready to take on society’s challenges in a decolonized way and who can share newfound mutualisms with working engineers. 



Thank you!

Cheryl Buckmaster (2022)
Filtering

Ink and acrylic on Mulberry paper
18w x 42h resized

Image: A painted image of a coyote hiding behind slender wheatgrass plant in cross-
section. In the coyotes mouth is a dead rabbit, its blood leaking down into wetland and 
being filtered by plant roots and microbes. The blood turns into water and two hands, one 
adult sized and one small child sized catch the blood/water as it enters wetland
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